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SEESAW

• REMEMBER THAT WE WOULD LOVE TO SEE YOUR WORK ON SEESAW AND 

LET YOU KNOW HOW WELL YOU’VE DONE!

• IF YOU ARE NOT ON SEESAW THERE IS INFORMATION ON HOW TO ACCESS 

THIS ON OUR WEBSITE:

• HTTPS://WANSBECKPRIMARY.ORG.UK/HOME-LEARNING/

• IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS OR NEED MORE SUPPORT CONTACT

MRS SHARKETT (SARAH.SHARKETT@HCAT.ORG.UK) AND WE WILL BE HAPPY 

TO HELP ☺

https://wansbeckprimary.org.uk/home-learning/
mailto:VICKY.HIRD@HCAT.ORG.UK


MONDAY Height and length.
Compare which flower is taller and which flower 
is shorter. Can you draw a flower taller than the 
purple flower but shorter than the red flower?



MONDAY 













LO: 
Make sensible predictions 
about what might happen 
referring to details in the 
text

Monday- Reading 



What do the clues tell us? 



REVEAL EACH SECTION OF THE BOOK- WHAT 

DO THE CLUES TELL US? 

The tear
This suggest 

someone is crying. 
Are they crying 

because they are 
happy or sad? 

I DO



The tear
This suggest 

someone is crying. 
Are they crying 

because they are 
happy or sad? 

I DO

Two names who 
could these people 
be? 
I think these 
could be the 
authors of the 
book 



The tear
This suggest 

someone is crying. 
Are they crying 

because they are 
happy or sad? 

I DO

Two names who 
could these people 
be? 
I think these could 
be the authors of 
the book 

Street light and 
this has  made me 
look at the stars in 

the sky this is 
evidence that it 

could be nightime



The tear
This suggest 

someone is crying. 
Are they crying 

because they are 
happy or sad? 

I DO

Two names who 
could these people 
be? 
I think these 
could be the 
authors of the 
book 

Street light and 
this has  made me 
look at the stars in 

the sky this is 
evidence that it 

could be nightime

A house with a 
light on in the 
window. Could 
this mean it is 
about someone 

sleeping



The tear

This suggest someone is 

crying. 

Are they crying because 

they are happy or sad? 

I DO

Two names who 

could these people 

be? 

I think these could 

be the authors of 

the book 

Street light and this has  

made me look at the 

stars in the sky this is 

evidence that it could 

be nightime

A house with a light 

on in the window. 

Could this mean it is 

about someone 

sleeping

Thief I think about a 

unkind person someone 

who steals someone 



THIEF

• WHAT IS A THIEF? 

• IS A THIEF A GOOD OR A BAD PERSON? 

• DO YOU THINK THAT THE TEAR THIEF IS GOING TO BE A 

GOOD OR A BAD PERSON? WHY? 



The tear
This suggest 

someone is crying. 
Are they crying 

because they are 
happy or sad? 

I DO

A character hiding
Looks like a ghostly figure 

Has this person had 
something stolen I think this 
because the person looks sad

Street light and 
this has  made me 
look at the stars in 

the sky this is 
evidence that it 

could be nightime

A house with a 
light on in the 
window. Could 
this mean it is 
about someone 

sleeping

Thief I think about 
a unkind person 

someone who steals 
someone 

Two names who 
could these people 
be? 
I think these could 
be the authors of 
the book 



CREATING A PREDICTION –

• I predict that there is a thief is the book and that the thief is 

nasty. The evidence for this is that thief's steal things from houses 

and go to prison. 

• I predict that there is a sad ghost character. The evidence for this 

is the ghostly character hiding behind the window, she looks sad and 

the title has the word tear in it.

I do



The Tear Thief

Predict what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far. 

Read the blurb, does this change your 
predictions?

You 
do





MONDAY
WRITING

Use adjectives (describing words) to 
describe this setting. 
What interesting describing words can 
you choose?

Mrs Sharkett’s example…

The night sky is dark blue and the stars 
are twinkling like diamonds. 





PHONICS

• Today we are recapping 5 of the sounds we 

have been learning.

• Watch the video by following the link on 

seesaw.



Phonics Read the words and match them to 
the correct picture.









PE

Lets get fit with Joe Wicks

Click the link and join in with Joe!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDC-plCTBbc



TOPIC

Make a dragon!
Using junk 
modelling, boxes, 
cartons, milk 
bottles, tubes from 
around your house. 
Create a dragon 
and take a photo 
and send it to us to 

see!
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TUESDAY



TUESDAY









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDC-plCTBbchttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDC-plCTBbc



LO: 
Make sensible predictions 
about what might happen 
referring to details in the 
text

Tuesday – Reading 



CLARIFY 
VOCABULARY

Reflection
Waterproof

Handkerchief



I DO/ WE 
DO

Silvery, waterproof 
sack on her back

Invisible

Read pages 1-2…



dangerous

kind

sneaky

dangerous

Caring 
thoughtful

gentle

Which words do you think best describe 
the Tear Thief?

We do



WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE TEAR 
THIEF NOW?



The Tear Thief

We know a little bit more about the tear thief now. Have you changed your prediction?

Who is the main character?

Where is she going? 

Why do you think she is invisible? 

YOU 
DO





TUESDAY
WRITING

Make a character profile



Silvery, waterproof 
sack on her back

Invisible

Describe the characters appearance

Red lips

Short, spiky hair

What else can you 
describe?

Use the words in the 
text to help you!

Big, grey eyes



Shy

sneaky

Describe the characters personality 

Quiet 

Quick

How else can you describe the 
tear thief’s personality? 





PHONICS

Complete the phoneme frames writing each 

sound in the box to complete the word.

The first one I have helped you with.



f r o g











Phonics



PSHE
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WEDNESDAY



WEDNESDAY

















LO:
Make accurate inferences 
about characters feelings, 
thoughts and motives using 
evidence from the text.

Wednesday - Reading



CLARIFY 
VOCABULARY

stew
supper

rhubarb

dusk



Read pages 3-6…



Which is your 
favourite word or 
phrase from this 
opening scene? 

We do



The Tear Thief 
listened hard with 

sharp ears. 

I do



I do When we make 
inferences, we have to do 

2 things: 

1. Find the evidence/ 
important clues

2. Decide what the 
evidence/ clue tells us. 

Boy is crying – tear 
rolling down his 
cheek

Mum looks unhappy

Mum is holding some 
strawberry shampoo

Boy is sitting in the 
bath with lots of 
bubbles

Has the boy been in 
trouble?

Has the boy hurt 
himself?

What does these clues 
tell us?



You do

The Tear Thief

Can I make inferences from the text?

Why is the little boy crying?

What might mum be thinking?





WEDNESDAY
WRITING

How is the boy feeling in this image?

How do you know?

Why could he be feeling this way? 

Write a sentence to describe how the 
boy is feeling and why.

What interesting vocabulary can you 
use?

Mrs Hird’s example…
The young boy is quietly sobbing because he does not 
want his hair washing. He is deeply upset with his mum 
for making him have his hair washed. 



WEDNESDAY
WRITING

Write sentences to describe what mum 
is doing.

What interesting vocabulary can you 
use?

Mrs Hird’s example…
The blonde haired is trying hard to encourage 
her young son to have his hair washed, 
because she wants him to be clean.





Phonics





Science



IDENTIFYING FLOWERS AND PLANTS.



LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT SOME WILD PLANTS, 
CAN YOU NAME ANY?



HERE ARE SOME FLOWERS WE MIGHT SEE 
IN A GARDEN, CAN YOU NAME ANY?



WHAT DO ALL THESE PICTURES 
HAVE IN COMMON?

They are all plants.



HERE ARE PARTS OF A PLANT.



WHAT DO THE DIFFERENT 
PARTS OF A PLANT DO?

?

Flowers look pretty and 

come in lots of different 

colours. They can also smell 

lovely. This helps to attract 

animals and insects that help 

the plant to make seeds for 

new plants.

The stem helps support the 

plant and keeps it upright. 

Water and food are taken 

up from the roots and 

transported through the 

stem. 

?

?

?

The leaves are very 

important they absorb the 

sunlight which they use to 

make food for the plant. This 

is called photosynthesis.

The roots of a plant anchors 

the plant in the ground and 

without roots a plant would 

fall over. Roots are also take 

in nutrients and water from 

the soil.
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THURSDAY
Looking at weight.

Language used heavy, light.



THURSDAY







LO:
Make accurate inferences 
about characters feelings, 
thoughts and motives using 
evidence from the text.

Thursday - Reading



A single plump 
tear dangled 

from the end of 
his nose…

Why do you think the 
Tear Thief wants the 
boys’ tears? 

You do

Read pages 5-8…



Lets look for the 
evidence…..

Way she moves…

You do



You do

The Tear Thief

Can I make accurate inferences about characters feelings, thoughts and motives using evidence from the text?

Why do you think the Tear Thief wants the boys’ tears? 

How do you think the tear their feels about stealing the 
boys tears?





THURSDAY
WRITING

Use speech to explain what the 
characters are saying to each other. 

“I don’t 
want my 

hair 
washed 

mummy!”



What is the boy saying to his 
mum?

What is his mum saying?





PHONICS

Complete the phoneme frames writing each 

sound in the box to complete the word.















Phonics
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FRIDAY
Which is heavier the pink cupcake or 
the chocolate cake?

How do you know?



FRIDAY
Which is the lightest?

The butter or rice?





LO:

Make accurate inferences 
about characters feelings, 
thoughts and motives using 
evidence from the text.

Friday – Reading 



CLARIFY 
VOCABULARY

drainpipe

lamppost

gravel



Read pages 9 – 12… 





The Tear 
Thief

What have you found out about The Tear Thief?  We do



dangerous

kind

sneaky

dangerous

Caring 
thoughtful

gentle

Which words do you think best describe 
the Tear Thief?

We do



FRIDAY
WRITING

Writing sentences using verbs.

A verb is a ‘doing’ word.

Such as jumping, shouting, sleeping etc.



FRIDAY
WRITING

Find as many verbs as you can on this 
page..



FRIDAY
WRITING

You have a go and find as many verbs as 
you can on this page..

In your work packs, list the verbs you found on these pages and 
choose 2 to include in your own sentences. 





PHONICS

• Look at the images and write down the words to 

match each picture. Remember the diagraphs 

(sounds) we have learnt.









PHONICS

Write the words next 
to the images and 
then place them into 
a sentence below.



Phonics






